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integrating all the social disciplines. A teaching unit is proposed around a central topic: the Spanish Baroque and the lesson plans are designed combining both Content and Language Integrated
Learning (CLIL) and Project Based Learning (PBL).
In total, there are thirteen lesson plans whose aim is that students learn how to connect the social
science disciplines (Geography, History and Art History) with a given topic while they acquire a
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This article presents different concepts covered by Social Sciences and how a topic should be taught

debe ser enseñado integrando todas las disciplinas sociales. El tema escogido es el Barroco Espa-

RESUMEN
Este artículo muestra los diferentes conceptos que engloba las Ciencias Sociales y cómo un tema

ñol y se propone una unidad didáctica para trabajarlo. Todas las sesiones están basadas en Apren-

Nº 17

dizaje Integrado de Contenidos y Lenguas Extranjeras (AICLE) y Aprendizaje Basado en Proyectos
(ABP).
En total hay trece sesiones que se han propuesto con el objetivo de que los alumnos aprendan a
relacionar las disciplinas de las Ciencias Sociales (Geografía, Historia e Historia del Arte) a un tema
mientras adquieren una segunda lengua.
Palabras clave: Ciencias Sociales, AICLE, APB, Barroco Español, Unidad didáctica.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the education is always developing and a lot of new methodologies, resources and methods
have been developed to improve the learning process. The use of new resources to teach curricular subjects in a second language is a current topic that many experts discuss about. For that reason, the project
addresses the possible use of a second language to teach Social Sciences in order to develop project based
learning and students learn by themselves.
This work tries to show us that children are able to learn a curricular subject in a second language and the
methodology proves that at the same time a child acquires theoretical concepts, he puts them into practice
and the student is learning a second language.
Many new methodologies have been developed during last years because teachers try to make the second
language learning close to the mother tongue learning. It makes it easy for children to learn in a spontaneous way. This is one of the most remarkable points for this research: proving if a child learns a language
in a natural way, he will get more plasticity.
In this article, I will try to show the importance of integrating a curricular subject to a new language in order
to learn in a dynamic method. Years ago, students used to study all the subjects separately and it is demonstrated that if we integrate all the areas, students will have more capacity to acquire.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Defining concepts
2.1.1 Social Science
In general, Social Science belong to a big group, which includes: Geography, History, Economy, Sociology
and Anthropology. First, the main areas are Geography and History and then, the rest is incorporated partially in each one.
At the end of the Primary stage, children will be able to know different information sources, to make guesses, to locate themselves, the chronology, to use specific vocabulary and to recognize places and facts. All
these objectives mentioned before are the aims that the students will reach studying Social Sciences area
(Hernández, 2002, pp. 12-20).
In relation to its evolution, Social Sciences are relatively recent in the scientific field. They originated in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, as a result of the importance that enlightened thought gave
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to the use of reason as a weapon of knowledge. Among the founders of some of their
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disciplines are French thinkers like Montesquieu and Comte, Germans like Marx, and Englishmen like Adam
Smith and Ricardo (Trujillo, 2003, pp. 5-7).
Social studies come from the moral philosophical reflection that emerged during the industrial revolution
and the French revolution. Comte, known as the father of positivism, sought to explain the functioning of
society through science and for this, took as a model the natural sciences. Its objective was to explain the
relationship that man has with science. The development of the Social Sciences went through three stages:
 Firstly, the studies that Plato, Aristotle and Confucius made about society. Later the contributions of Rousseau and Montesquieu, favored the development of the social sciences.
 During the second stage, social studies received the contribution of the Christian doctrines of
Giambattista Vico, Joseph de Maestre and Luis Gabriel de Bonald, who argued that the history
of society should be known from the observation of social phenomena.
 In the third stage, sociology begins to appear as such, as a result of the work of Auguste Comte,
when he begins to study social phenomena. This is how in 1883, the explanation of social phenomena is made for the first time in the work Course of Positive Philosophy. Sociology is emerging as the basis of the social sciences (D’Agostino, 2014, p. 417).
After positivism by Comte, Social Sciences are composed by Marxism currents. This doctrine has been
the most influenced in the political-economic system and ideologies about the capitalism in 19th century. Moreover, Marxism has been developed by Karl Marx and Fiederich Engels and it principally based on
German society. The thoughts of these authors were to end capitalism society, which was the responsible
of the workers’ exploitation. As I mentioned before, the Marxism was in charge of the low classes and as a
consequence, the proletariat began a revolution and they got to eliminate the society of classes (D’Agostino, 2014, p. 418).
Another remarkable current of thought was Functionalism by Malinowski. This author developed a theory
according to the needs. These need were divided in three categories: psychobiological, instrumental-cultural and symbolic ones. He considered that the culture exists because the society has psychobiological
needs to satisfy themselves. For Malinowski, the culture is also an instrument to solve problems according
to the needs.
Last but not least, the Structuralism also influenced in Social Sciences. This discipline searches for exploring
of interrelations among cultures. It focuses on different activities such as food, rituals, games or literary
texts to discover the meaning of a culture (Trujillo, 2003, pp. 4-21).
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2.1.2 History
History is a discipline which is included in Social Sciences and studies the past of the humanity. According
to its terminology, history comes from Greece and it means information or investigation. In historical field,
this science forms a big group where anthropology, politics, philosophy, archeology, arts and paleontology
are found. In educational terms, History has an important relevance for the following points:
 Contribute to an active participation.
 Develop the children’s creativity.
 Realize that history is not finished and it is a science which is building by itself.
 History is an autonomous and critical sciences and it teaches authors’ reflections.
 Analyze social conflicts to evaluate them and to take them into account in the present.
 Become students as information producers (Blanco, 2006, p. 4).
Along the time, history has been studied through different points of view. In the beginning, history has been
interpreted as a literary function where historians wanted to order the facts and express what happened
to the artists. This area deals with history as a journey. The next step was a didactic perspective. History is
considered a teaching, which shows us examples of daily-life to imitate. In addition, History has been observed through an epistemological and social views, it means, to know the human being’ satisfactions and
to proportionate an important tool such as the freedom (Blanco, 2006, pp. 6-8).
On the other hand, History has also been studied as a theoretical and scientific area showing the importance to understand the past and to analyze the present. As Cardioso & Brignioli (1979) explained, history
proportionate demographical and economical facts.
To sum up all these perspectives of history, it is remarkable to take into account why human being is interested in it. As I mentioned previously, History teaches us the power and submission but also, it shows the
freedom, emotions, mistakes, thoughts or even how to have your own opinions. For that reason, in Spain,
during Franco regime, History was taught through heroes, warriors and saints to impart the Francoism ideology.
Thanks to the democracy, some texts and writings about collective worries and social and economic aspects appeared in the schools. To the pedagogical author, Vives (1985), History gives the truth and it is the
eyes of the past (Ruiz de Miguel & Fernández-Salinero Miguel, 1991, pp. 309-322).
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2.1.3 Geography
Geography, as a scientific discipline, has a definition from Ancient Greece. It was considered a technique to
describe the places that Ancient Greeks have already known or discovered. Moreover, Geography was used
to explain the shape of the Earth (Capel & Urteaga, 1986, pp. 4-6).
Later, geographical knowledge helped to conquer new territories and to elaborate new routes. Nevertheless, we cannot confuse this knowledge with the emergence of the mountains, volcanoes, tsunamis and all
the meteorological phenomena. (Capel & Urteaga, 1986, pp. 5-6).
On the other hand, the geographical education was implied in 19th century to understand the political
issues. Furthermore, Geography is considered a means to develop young minds in order to be able to face
personal problems of orientation and spatial knowledge. From geographers’ points of view, this subject
covers political, social, environmental, economic and cultural facts. (Holt-Jensen, 1982, p. 15-29).

2.2 Evolution of Social Science Teaching
National education systems emerged in Europe at the beginning of the 19th century with the French Revolution. In Spain, the Constitution of 1812 incorporates the idea of education as a framework in whose
organization, financing and control the State must intervene, thus laying the foundations for the establishment of the Spanish educational system. However, its definitive concretion culminates with the approval,
in 1857, of the so-called Ley Moyano (Núñez Ruiz, 1984, pp. 137-139).
At the beginning (1857-1960), Social Science Teaching depends on the place you live. It means that your
knowledge was related to the predominant sector of your town (Montero, 2009, pp. 10-13).
From 70’s and 80’s, Social Science was taught in concentric circles, which were growing according to the
age. Firstly, students studied the house duties, then the neighborhood, the town, the city, the autonomous
community, the country, the continent, the planet and the universe (Gobierno de España, 1985).
Thanks to LOGSE, in 1990, there was an area called Experiences and Social and Natural Knowledge, which
linked contents of Social and Natural Sciences. For EGB students (from 6 to 14), the historical contents were
taken from encyclopedias and studied in a chronological way, and the geographical contents were taught
in a descriptive way and memorize (Gobierno de España, 1990).
In the next laws, LOCE and LOE, this subject was called Knowledge of the Environment, in which the environment was the principal content and all of the ideas were closest to the pupils. Actually, this change was
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because of technology, cross-curricular areas and the media evolution (Gobierno de España, 2006).
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Currently, LOMCE has divided Social Science in two groups: the first one is Geography and the second group
is Art History and History. Both fields are related to cross-curricular aims and among them (Gobierno de
España, 2013).

3. DIDACTIC PROPOSAL
3.1 Methodologies
3.1.1 Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
The purpose of CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) is to lead to an integrated approach to
teaching and learning, not just focusing on the language but on the educational process. CLIL is an “innovative methodological approach” which stretches far beyond language teaching as it aims to “develop
proficiency in both the non-language subject and the language in which this is taught, attaching the same
importance to each”. This explanation of CLIL was given by Eurydice, the institutional network which links
European Union institutions (Eurydice, 2006, p. 24).
The term innovation, implies something new and untried. Coyle, Hood & Marsh (2010) have warned that
innovation is “often messy, because it involves complex processes, and in the context of CLIL, a major rethink of how we teach what we teach” (Eurydice, 2006, p. 25). The basic principles of CLIL methodology are
the following:
 Language is used to learn content in the area but you also have to learn the language in order
to understand and communicate. That is, the use of language is significant because it is not the
only objective of learning but there is a double objective. This implies that professor CLIL needs
to take into account both the objectives of the subject and the language required.
 The subject that is studied is the one that determines the type of language that needs to be
learned. Therefore, both the specific vocabulary and the structures or types of discourse (describe, relate, etc.), and also, in part, the linguistic skills that can be practiced (listening, speaking, writing or interacting) will be determined especially for the subject that is being taught.
 Fluency is more important than grammatical and linguistic precision in general. This is fundamental so that the learning of both content and language develops with confidence (Meyer,
2010, pp. 11-29).
 On the other hand, according to the so-called 4Cs of the curriculum (Coyle 1999), a well-designed CLIL lesson should combine the following elements:
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 Content. Allowing progress in knowledge, skills and understanding of the specific topics of a
given curriculum
 Communication. Using the language to learn while learning to use the same language
 Cognition. Developing cognitive skills that link the formation of concepts (abstract and concrete),
knowledge and language
 Culture. Allowing exposure to varied perspectives and shared knowledge that make us more
aware of the other and of oneself. (Ball, Kelly & Clegg, 2016, p. 286).

3.1.2 Project Based Learning (PBL)
The Learning Based on Projects implies to develop teams integrated by different people, disciplinary areas,
language and culture to solve real problems together. For the successful development is important to define the roles’ team and a design of projects (Galeana, 2009, p. 4).
As its name indicates, this methodology is a learning model where the pupils are in charge of planning,
developing and evaluating projects about real life topics. This model requires perseverance and dedication
to develop self-learning and the capacities worked are the following:
 Create an integrative concept of different subjects.
 Promote an environment of respect in other cultures and languages.
 Develop of empathy and disciplinary work.
 Inculcate of investigation capacity (Galeana, 2009, pp. 5-8).
The steps to start with a PBL are the following:
 To choose a main topic or theme. The issue should be close to the interests of the group and
attractive to them. The theme of the project will be related to your final product.
 To identify and share the objectives and curricular contents. The curricular contents chosen for
each project have a certain relationship with the main theme.
 To prepare a wish list that contains what we want students to acquire and we will put it in a visible place.
 To choose the final product which will mark us what skills the student will acquire.
 The choice of the students’ competences and the final project must be linked.
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 The projects are divided into three phases, a first stage of research and planning, a second stage
of development of the final product, and finally a third stage of exposure and evaluation.
 During the development of the project, it is very important that the students receive information
about the process. With rubrics, students can make group exchanges to contribute ideas to other classmates. In these exchanges, they should help by saying what is good and what they think
they have to improve. At the same time, the teacher will follow closely the development of each
work to give information about the scope of learning goals.
 The final product will be exposed to an audience. At this time, students will be provided with a
final evaluation of their learning outcomes. Exposing the work to others motivates the students
to obtain a positive result and show the best of themselves (EDUforics, 2016).

3.2 Spanish Baroque as a topic of a didactic unit
Baroque style is a period of the art of Western culture that was characterized by a style with exaggerated
movements and details that produce exuberance, tension and greatness. The aristocracy saw the baroque
style as a way to impress, projecting triumph and power. It began in the early fifteenth century in Italy and
spread throughout Europe and Latin America (Baez, 2017).
Baroque is a style promoted mainly by the Catholic Church, since reformist and rationalist ideas tried to
leave religion outside, not only in artistic spaces but also in the daily life.
In relation to its origin, there are two remarkable factors to take into account: Firstly, political and religious
causes. Baroque is considered an art that represents the Counter-Reform. It means that Catholic Church
wanted to act against the Protestants, so they decided to build churches and temples to demonstrate their
power (Pacciaroti, 2000, p. 293).
The second reason was social causes. In the seventeenth century, life was full of pain and death due to the
appearance of war. For that, Baroque tried to show through the art, movement representing worry and
using dark colors for the suffering (Pacciaroti, 2000, pp. 293-294).
Baroque art was influenced by the time of religious wars in Europe. It represents the reality of life, which
sometimes contradicted religion. It was developed in a time of economic hardship, man faces the harsh
reality. Its realistic character was based on famous passages of the Bible and showed humans as heroes
(Baez, 2017).
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Baroque Art presents general characteristics as any art style. The paintings and the sculptures show feelings
and emotions of the artists. Furthermore, they are a representation of Catholic religion in an expressive
way. The energy and the tension are in the Baroque’s works showing the movement. On the other hand,
artists painted contrasts between lights and shades and in scenes of ecstasy, martyrdom and miraculous
apparitions, the spirituality appeared. In addition, each figure in the Baroque’s works has its own personality and it is represented individually. The representation of inner feelings, passions and temperaments, are
reflected in the faces of their characters (Pacciaroti, 2000, p. 294).
In the seventeenth century the Spanish monarchy went from an empire to a situation of decay and ruin.
The economic crisis, the decline of the population and military defeats put an end to Spanish hegemony in
Europe (Tovar & Martín, 1990, p. 75).
However, the period of the Baroque in Spain is considered the Golden Age of letters and arts by the large
number of artists that coincide in a Spanish decline. At this time, Spain is strongly influenced by the Counter-Reformation. For that reason, they want to show, with luxury and decoration, the power of the Catholic
Church. An important point is that Spanish artists are different from other countries. During the Baroque
period, each author has his style and each region has its own characteristics. (Tovar & Martin, 1990, p. 77).
In architecture, the first half of the 17th century is known thanks to Castilla, where we can find the Churriguera Family in Salamanca. This family created its own style called Churrigeresco and they created the altarpiece of San Sebastian. Another example in Baroque Art is Plaza Mayor of Salamanca. In Toledo, Narciso Tomé created the transparent cathedral, where the light illuminates the building through the dome.
During the first half of the 18th century, with the arrival of the Bourbons, great palaces were inspired by
the style of Versailles. Two important buildings, in the capital city of Spain, are The Palace of the Farm in
Aranjuez de Juvara and the Royal Palace of Madrid of Juvara and Sachetti (Tovar & Martin, 1990, pp. 78-79).
In the South of Spain, Seville is known by Figueroa Family and they built the St. Telmo Palace in which brick
is combined with stone in the great cover. In Granada, Alonso Cano created the cover of the Cathedral. It
is a classic cover with a Roman triumphal arch. It is divided into three streets and two levels horizontally,
separated by a cornice in motion. Moreover, the cover of the Cathedral of Cadiz is influenced by Borromini
works. On the other hand, in the North, Galicia, it is remarkable the cover of the Obradoiro of the Cathedral
of Santiago de Casas and Novoa (Tovar & Martin, 1990, pp. 78-79).
According to the sculpture, the monasteries, the parishes and the brotherhoods enjoy of a good economic
situation and become the main clients of the sculpture. The processions of Holy Week with the images as
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protagonists acquire a great relevance (Tovar & Martin, 1990, p. 80).
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The principal characteristics of the Spanish sculpture are the exclusivity of religious themes, the main objective is to overreact the biblical stories creating an impact in the audience. The most important are the
school of Castilla in Valladolid, and the school of Andalucía, in Seville and Granada. Both schools have
realism in common. While in Castilla’ sculpture realism is violent, shocking with Gregorio Fernandez who
created naked poses and covers these poses with large folds that create colors effects that remind Bernini;
Andalucia’ sculpture seeks more ideals of classical beauty with Martínez Montañés who combines classical
idealism with baroque realism in his work (Tovar & Martin, 1990, pp. 80-81).
In relation to the painting, some famous artists are Ribera, Zurbarán, Velazquez and Murillo. Although they
present very different individual styles, some general characteristics can be pointed out: The deep realism,
the tenebrous inherited from Caravaggio, whose technique incorporates all Spanish painters more or less
permanently and the religious theme (García, Simón, Rodríguez & Contreras, 2004, pp. 536-537).
In Valencia, Ribera is one the most remarkable painters. Naturalism that leads him to a realism. He looks for
his models among the sailors of Naples and the slums and reproduces them with fidelity. At first, he resorts
to tenebrous. He blackens his works with tar to obtain dark backgrounds and thus creates strokes of light.
In its second stage it abandons the tenebrous and creates landscape backgrounds with less contrasted
lights. (García, Simón, Rodríguez & Contreras, 2004, pp. 540-541).
In Andalucía, Zurbaran is a known painter. He paints almost exclusively pictures by religious orders. His
work is simple and without movement. The figures appear static and the expressions are serene. They
transmit spirituality and there are strong contrasts of lights and shadows. (García, Simón, Rodríguez & Contreras, 2004, pp. 542-543).

3.3 Didactic unit
In this section activities are described. The lessons in this didactic proposal have been designed specially
thinking about children from 6th grade of Elementary School. It is important to bear in mind the age of the
pupils and their abilities and characteristics so the difficulty of the Project is appropriate for them, being
challenging but comprehensible at the same time. In addition, adaptations might be done to make the activities suitable for children with special needs.
According to Content Learning Integrated Learning, English should be worked in a realistic way, through activities which manage authentic materials. The teacher will explain and talk in the second language all the
time. Despite the problems that students might present, the teacher must try helping the children whenever they need it in a suitable and clarifying way, without doing the work for them (Dalton-Puffer, 2012, 5-16).
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On the other hand, Project Based Learning (PBL) is an approach which attaches importance to the autonomy and independence when students are working. Furthermore, PBL helps students to work easily and
uses techniques as Scaffolding. This term refers to a variety of instructional techniques used to move students progressively toward stronger understanding and, ultimately, greater independence in the learning
process (Boned, 2015, pp. 18-25).
 With the accomplishment of this Project the students are supposed to fulfil the following general objectives:
- Students will learn Baroque Art in order to know Geographical and Historical facts.
- Students will learn how to relate social disciplines (Geography, History and Art History) to a
topic.
 These prior objectives can be specified with the next ones:
- To develop and improve four skills (listening, speaking, reading and writing).
- To promote cognitive skills as critical thinking and predicting.
- To work on digital resources.
- To promote cooperative teams.
- To be able to be autonomous.
 Then, there are some cross-curricular aims:
- Personal and Social Development, Wellbeing and Cultural Diversity.
- Language, Literacy and Communication Skills.
- Knowledge and Understanding of the World.
- Creative Development.
- ITC Development.
 The materials and tools used are the following:
- Sheets and rubric included in annex.
- Digital board.
- Websites.
- Brainstorming.
- Power Point.
- Images/Flashcards included in annex.
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 The produce and the structure of lesson plans are the next one:
- 1st lesson (appendix 1).
TIME/ INTERACTION
15’ – whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY
AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
Pre-teaching: teacher will show To develop speaking skills.

25’- individual

some photos about Spanish Ba- To introduce the topic.
roque and students will have to
Basic competence: Learn to
predict the main characteristics
learn.
doing a brainstorming.
While-teaching: teacher will
To scan main ideas.
give students an article about
Spanish Baroque. Then, the
teacher will ask them main
information about the text:

To confirm guesses.
To practice reading comprehension skills.

remarkable ideas, what has

Basic competence: Awareness

caught your attention. The text

and cultural expressions.

is recovered from:
https://www.britannica.com/
art/Baroque-art-and-architec10’- individual

ture
Post-teaching: from what stu-

To settle concepts.

dents have been learnt, they

Basic competence: Awareness

will complete the brainstorm-

and cultural expressions.

ing.

- 2nd lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
15’- whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY
Pre-teaching: teacher will play

AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
To develop listening skills.

a video about Spanish Ba-

To introduce paintings.

roque. Students will take notes.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=T3-j4WJwxJ0

Basic competence: Digital
competence
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25’- Groups of five

While-teaching: students will

To improve writing skills.

write a brief commentary of

To check understanding.

any paintings of the video in
groups of five people.
10’ – whole class

Basic competence: Linguistic

Post-teaching: each group will

communication.
To practice speaking and fluen-

present their commentary and

cy skills.

the teacher will give them a

Basic competence: Learn to

feedback about it.

learn.

- 3rd lesson and 4th lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
10’/ whole-class

60’ / individual

STAGE/ACTIVITY
AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
Pre-teaching: teacher will show To introduce the topic.
some photos about sculpture

Basic competences: Aware-

in Baroque Art and all students

ness and cultural expressions

will comment their character-

and linguistic communication.

istics.
While-teaching: students will

To relate Arts and Crafts to So-

draw a sculpture of Baroque

cial Sciences.

and prepare a presentation

To develop research skills.

about its author and characteristics. Students will have to
take into account the materials,
which the sculpture is made.
30’ / individual

Basic competences: Digital
competence, linguistic communication and Awareness

Post-teaching: students will

and cultural expressions.
To improve speaking and flu-

present their sculptures.

ency skills.

- 5th lesson and 6th lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
5’/ whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY
AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
Pre-teaching: teacher will ex- To introduce the topic.
plain a project about the architects of Baroque Art. Students
will choose one of them.
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- 7th lesson (appendix 2).
TIME/ INTERACTION
10’/ whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY
Pre-teaching: Teacher will ex-

AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
To relate Art History to Litera-

plain that Baroque Art also in-

ture.

fluenced literature and he/she
will present some writers of
15’/ groups of 5

25’/ groups of 5

Golden Age.
While-teaching: Students will

To practice reading compre-

work on a text of a writer and

hension.

they will have to guess the

To guess and check these pre-

meaning of the text. After that, dictions.
teacher will ask randomly to
Basic competences: Linguistic
check predictions. The text is
communication and Awarein Annex.
ness and cultural expressions.
Post-teaching: Students will
To develop ICT skills.
research about this author and

To promote speaking and flu-

get curious facts about the

ency skills.

author and his writings. Then,
whole class will do a brain-

Basic competence:

storming.

Digital competence.

STAGE/ACTIVITY
Pre-teaching: firstly, teacher

AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
To introduce the topic.

ask students about how the

Basic competences: Aware-

society was in 17 century and

ness and cultural expressions

after that, teacher will explain

and linguistic communica-

the main characteristics of the

tion.

- 8th lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
5’/whole class

th

society.
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30’/ in pairs-group of 3

While-teaching: Students will

To relate Art History to his-

have to explain the characteris- torical facts.
tics of the society. Each pair will Basic competences: Awarehave a social class, e.g. Bourness and cultural expresgeoisie. Then, they will have to

sions, linguistic communi-

prepare a brief presentation us- cation, digital competence,
ing any tool, e.g. Power Point,
social and civic compeposter, digital board, etc.

tence and Sense of initiative and entrepreneurial

15’/ in pairs-group of 3

Post-teaching: Students will

spirit.
To develop fluency and

present their social class.

speaking skills.
Basic competences: linguistic communication and
learning to learn.

- 9th lesson and 10th lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
5’/whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY

AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENC-

ES
Pre-teaching: Teacher will select To review some geographithe most relevant cities during cal concepts.
the Baroque and he/she will assign one city to each group.
The cities are: Madrid, Salamanca, Córdoba, León, Ocaña, Aranjuez, Santiago de Compostela,

50’/ groups of 3

Toledo, Murcia and Sevilla.
While-teaching: Students will To relate Geographical, Hislook for information about the torical and Artistic facts.
city assigned and how the Ba- Basic competences: Digiroque Art impacted in that place tal competence, Linguistalking about any cathedral, pal- tic communication and
ace or garden and its character- Awareness and cultural
istics.
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45’/ groups of three

Post-teaching:

Students

will To develop linguistic skills.

present this research briefly in a To be able to simplify inforschematic way using the black- mation.
board as if they were teachers.

Basic competences: Linguistic communication,
Awareness and cultural
expressions, Learning to
learn and Sense of initiative and entrepreneurial
spirit.

- 11th lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
5’/whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY

AIMS/ BASIC COMPE-

Pre-teaching: Teacher will ex-

TENCES
To promote ITC skills.

plain how to work with this tool:

Basic competences: Digi-

https://www.postermywall.com/

tal competence.

It is a website to create and de30’/ in pairs

sign posters.
While-teaching: Students will

To improve creative skills.

have to create a poster of any ba- To use digital resources.
roque painting as if they were the
Basic competence: Digital
author and they wanted to advercompetence and Sense
tise an art exhibition.
of initiative and entrepre15’/ whole class

Post-teaching: After posters are

neurial spirit.
To develop critical think-

presented, students will have

ing.

to vote for their favorite poster

To be able to transmit the

anonymously. The most voted

proposal.

poster will be the winner. To vote,
students will take into account
originality, organization, linguistic
skills, the information and the
message. All these parameters
will be assessed through a rubric.

Basic competence: Learning to learn, Sense of
initiative and entrepreneurial spirit and learning
to learn.
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- 12th lesson (appendix 3) and 13th lesson.
TIME/ INTERACTION
10’/ whole class

STAGE/ACTIVITY
AIMS/ BASIC COMPETENCES
Pre-teaching: Teacher will ex- To introduce the topic.
plain who Diego Velázquez is Basic competence: linguistic
and his relevance in Baroque communication.

50’/ individual

Art.
While-teaching: With all their To review and check previous
background,

students

have contents.

learnt during this didactic unit To settle concepts.
to observe a painting, a sculpTo develop writing skills.
ture or a building. Besides, they
have learnt the characteristics Basic competences: Awareof the Baroque Art and have ness and cultural expressions
known how the society was, and linguistic communication.
the kings in Spain in that times
and the most important cities.
To review all these contents,
students will comment a painting of Diego Velazquez, “Las
Meninas” taking into account
all the information learned. In
this painting, students will talk
about the Geography, Historical
facts and the characteristics of
40’/ whole class

the painting.
Post-teaching: Students will as- To promote critical thinking.
sess the writings of their class- Basic competences: Learning
mates following all the parame- to learn.
ters.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this section, I have synthesized some conclusions that I draw from the previous research and proposal
methodological framework presented. Firstly, the three disciplines (History, Art History and Geography) has
been clarified and I learnt that they show a link among them. Through these areas, Social Sciences emerged
and I could observe its evolution in the different educational systems in Spain.
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In this research I tried to remark that the Social Sciences teaching is not favorable in Spain due to two main
factors: Spanish State is divided into seventeen regions and there are different nationalisms.
For that reason, I purposed a methodological framework which its objective is to teach a main topic, Baroque Art, in order to relate Geography, Art History and History. All the lessons have been linked to key
competences and each activity has a main aim. Furthermore, this didactic unit is based on CLIL methodology and Project Based Learning, it means that students will learn a curricular subject in a second language
and the activities are little works to prepare students for a final project.
To sum up, the didactic proposal has not been carried out and I could not develop a conclusion whether
the lesson plans are suitable for the last grade of Elementary School. Social Sciences is a complex subject
and to work on a topic in this area is important to take into account that teacher is teaching different disciplines and he or she should cover all of them in order to proportionate dynamic activities and relate to
basic competences.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1
1st lesson.
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Appendix 2
7th lesson: Francisco de Quevedo. Love constant beyond death.
Perhaps whatever final shadow that
the shining day may bring could close my eyes,
and this my soul may well be set aflight
by time responding to its longing sighs;
but it will not, there on the farther shore
its memory leave behind, where once it burned:
my flame the icy current yet can swim,
and so severe a law can surely spurn.
Soul by no less than a god confined,
veins that such a blazing fire have fueled,
marrow to its glorious flames consigned:
the body will abandon, not its woes;
will soon be ash, but ash that is aware;
dust will be, but dust whose love still grows.

CATEGORY
Gráficos

Fuentes

4
Los gráficos van

3
Los gráficos van

2
Los gráficos van

1
Los gráficos no

bien con el texto

bien con el texto,

bien con el títu-

van con el texto,

y hay una buena

pero hay muchos

lo, pero hay muy

pero aparentan

combinación de

que se desvían del pocos y el folleto

haber sido esco-

texto y gráficos.

mismo.

parece tener un

gidos sin ningún

\”texto pesado\”

orden.

Registros cuida-

para leer.
Registros cuidado- Registros cuidado- Las fuentes no

dosos y precisos

sos y precisos son sos y precisos son son documenta-

son mantenidos

mantenidos para

mantenidos para

das en forma pre-

para documentar

documentar el

documentar el

cisa ni son regis-

el origen de 95-

origen de 94-85%

origen de 84-75%

tradas en mucha

100% de la infor-

de la información

de la información

de la información

mación y los gráfi- y los gráficos en el y los gráficos en el o en los gráficos.
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cos en el folleto.
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Conocimiento

Todos los estu-

Todos los estu-

Algunos de los

Varios estudiantes

Ganado

diantes en el

diantes en el

estudiantes en

en el grupo pa-

grupo pueden

grupo pueden

el grupo pueden

recen tener poco

contestar adecua- contestar adecua- contestar adecua- conocimiento sodamente todas

damente la mayo- damente algunas

bre la información

las preguntas re-

ría de las pregun-

de las preguntas

y procesos técni-

lacionadas con la

tas relacionadas

relacionadas con

cos usados en el

información en el

con el folleto y el

la información en

folleto.

folleto y el proce-

proceso técnico

el folleto y el pro-

so técnico usado

usado para crear-

ceso técnico usa-

Atractivo y Orga-

para crearlo.
El folleto tiene

lo.
do para crearlo.
El folleto tiene un El folleto tiene la

El formato del fo-

nización

un formato ex-

formato atractivo

lleto y la organiza-

cepcionalmente

y una información organizada.

ción del material

atractivo y una

bien organizada.

es confuso para el

información bien

información bien

lector.

Contenido-Preci-

organizada.
Toda la informa-

99-90% de la in-

89-80% de la in-

Menos del 80%

sión

ción en el folleto

formación en el

formación en el

de la información

es correcta.

folleto es correc-

folleto es correc-

en el folleto es

Ortografía y Revi- No quedan erro-

ta.
No queda más

ta.
No quedan más

correcta.
Quedan varios

sión

res ortográficos

que 1 error orto-

que 3 errores

errores de orto-

después de que

gráfico después

ortográficos des-

grafía en el folle-

otra persona,

de que otra per-

pués de que otra

to.

además del me-

sona, además del

persona, además

canógrafo, lee y

mecanógrafo, lee

del mecanógrafo,

corrige el folleto.

y corrige el folle-

lee y corrige el

Escritura-Organi-

to.
Cada sección en el Casi todas las

folleto.
La mayor parte de Menos de la

zación

folleto tiene una

secciones del fo-

las secciones en el mitad de las

introducción, un

lleto tienen una

folleto tienen una secciones del fo-

desarrollo y una

introducción, un

introducción, un

lleto tienen una

conclusión clara.

desarrollo y una

desarrollo y una

introducción, un

conclusión claros. conclusión claros. desarrollo y una
conclusión claros.
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Escritura-Gramá-

No hay errores

tica

gramaticales en el gramaticales en
folleto.

No hay errores

Hay 1-2 errores

Hay varios erro-

gramaticales en

res gramaticales

el folleto después el folleto aún des- en el folleto aún
de la revisión por

pués de la revi-

después de la re-

parte de un adul-

sión por parte de

visión por parte

Escritura-Vocabu- Los autores usan

to.
Los autores usan

un adulto.
de un adulto.
Los autores tratan Los autores no

lario

correctamente

de usar vocabu-

incorporan voca-

palabras nuevas y algunas palabras

lario nuevo, pero

bulario nuevo.

definen las pala-

usan 1-2 palabras

correctamente

nuevas y definen

bras no familiares. las palabras no

incorrectamente.

Escritura-Puntua- La puntuación es

familiares.
La puntuación es

Hay 1-2 errores

Hay varios errores

ción

correcta en todas

correcta en todas

de puntuación

de puntuación

las partes del fo-

las partes del

en el folleto aún

en el folleto aún

lleto.

folleto después

después de la re-

después de la re-

de la revisión por

visión por parte

visión por parte

parte de un adul-

de un adulto.

de un adulto.

to.

Appendix 3
12th lesson.
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